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Based on wide observations in a world surrounded by modern technologies, Filipino Values like respect honesty, integrity, industry. Kindness and Love of God are slowly being forgotten by our youths and children today. These good manners and right conducts that must be learned at home are being set aside by parents and elders, thus there is a big change on children’s behaviour at home and in school.

Values advocates says that for a student to become good citizens, he can possible learn by giving them our Filipino values and being role-model to these millennials. Schools need to enhance their values in all their subject areas. School activities must also be focused not only in encouraging the students to have high grades but above all in helping all the learners to show good manners and right conduct in and out of the school.

I believed that the best and the correct type of learning among students, is based on the school programs and advocacies that is centered in preserving the Filipino value system. Programs like Values Formation among Children/Students, Mentoring and Coaching of Pupils/Students with Family Problems, Bringing back the Culture of Respect to Elders, Good Manners and Right Conduct of Filipinos and a lot more.

There are lots of ways that we can do as mentors to strengthen our Value System.
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